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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] Field of the Invention. The invention relates to a carpet pad for use under a carpet.
[0002] Description of Prior Art. Carpets or rugs are typically installed over a carpet pad that includes a resilient cushion
material. The purpose of the pad is to make the carpeted flooring surface feel soft and luxurious to those walking on it.
Secondary purposes of carpet pads are to prolong the life of the carpet by dampening the stresses of traffic and to
protect the flooring materials under the carpet from liquid spills that penetrate the carpet. A wide variety of materials are
employed for such carpet pads at costs in a range nearly as wide as the cost of the carpet or rug they support.
[0003] Natural fibrous materials like jute have been used traditionally for carpet padding and continue to be popular
in certain applications. However, most carpet installations in the United States now employ foamed polymeric materials.
These materials included synthetic latex rubber, natural rubber and polyurethane, all of which are distinguished by their
ability to deform and recover. One of cheapest and most common materials used for carpet pad is an agglomeration of
foam pieces, usually of polyurethane, called "re-bond". Re-bond has a cost advantage in that it is formed from recycled
foam material.
[0004] Most cushion materials used for carpet pads are open structures with an inherent ability to absorb or transmit
liquids. As a result, a liquid spilled onto the carpet tends to saturate the carpet pad and pass through the pad to the
flooring underneath. In such cases, the liquid is almost impossible to recover completely. Liquid retained in the pad and
on the flooring material beneath it may give rise to bacterial growth, causing the pad to emit an unpleasant odor. To
avoid damage to the base flooring and to mitigate odor problems it may be necessary to remove and replace the pad.
[0005] Moisture retention in the cushion material also presents a problem for moisture passing upwardly from the floor.
Most floor surfaces transmit water vapor from locations of higher humidity beneath them, whether from the ground, the
basement, or even the room below, and the volume of this moisture is often surprisingly large. It is therefore very important
that any water vapor from beneath the floor be able to pass through the carpet pad. That is, the pad should be permeable
to moisture vapor. Otherwise, the base flooring may be exposed to condensation moisture, again resulting in mold or
bacterial growth and damage.
[0006] This ability to transmit water vapor is called "moisture vapor permeability", or "breathability", and is measured
in terms of moisture vapor transmission rate. The Carpet and Rug Institute, Dalton, Georgia, recommends an upper limit
rate of moisture vapor transmission through a floor to be 14.6 to 24.4 grams per square meter per twenty-four hours
(14.6 to 24.4 gms/m2/24 hours) (3 to 5 lbs./1000 ft2/24 hours) as measured by the calcium chloride vapor emission test
("Test Method for Measuring Moisture Vapor Emission Rate of Concrete Sub-Floor using Calcium Chloride, ASTM-F-
1869-98).
[0007] To expedite manufacture and to provide a low friction surface that facilitates carpet installation some carpet
pads, especially those of re-bond, have a polyolefin film bonded to their upper surface. As long as the film remains intact,
it has the tendency to repel liquids. However, the usual reaction of a homeowner to a liquid spill is to rub or to dab the
spill energetically in an effort to prevent the liquid passing into the pad. The films typically used in rebond pads tend to
break easily under pressure, probably because of their thin gauge and/or because of lateral stresses in the inherently
irregular re-bond structure. As a result, spills onto carpets are forced into the cushion material by pressure imposed on
the pad during efforts to spot clean the spill.
[0008] While most of the carpet pads of the prior art initially have the capability to resist the intrusion of liquid spills,
this liquid impermeability usually fails due to forces imposed during spot cleaning or after normal traffic. Some pads of
the prior art, particularly those of closed cell foams or those having thick film layers, can resist liquid spills made on
carpets above them, and can do so even during spot cleaning or after a reasonable level of foot traffic. However, these
structures are not moisture vapor transmissive and thus they fail to achieve the desirable level of moisture vapor per-
meability.
[0009] United States Patent 6,253,526 (Murphy), assigned to the assignee of the present invention, discloses a process
for installation of carpet in which the critical properties of breathability and water impermeability are resident in an
underlayment that is separate from the padding. While the underlayment is effective in achieving both desired moisture
vapor permeability and resistance to spills it requires a separate installation step which is not cost effective and is
therefore not widely used.
[0010] WO Publication 01/27382 A1 (Murphy), also assigned to the assignee of the present invention, describes an
underlayment for a carpet having the desired properties of moisture vapor permeability, liquid impermeability and durability
that is maintained under the pressure of cleaning and that would be tolerant of normal foot traffic on the carpet above.
However, the structure of this underlayment uses a laminated substrate of fibrous material, which adds to its cost.
[0011] United States Patent 5,531,849 (Collins) discloses a pad having a smooth polyurethane foam layer disposed
between two film layers. Canadian Patent 2,320,471 (Denney) describes an underlayment with a liquid impervious film
formed over containment channels to hold spills near the point of introduction and make them easier to recover. However,
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the durability of both of these pad structures and the ability to retain liquid imperviousness is highly dependent on the
thickness of the film layer employed.
[0012] In view of the foregoing, it is believed that desirable to provide a pad structure that is simple and economical
to manufacture yet provides the desired combination of properties of liquid impermeability, moisture vapor permeability,
and durability.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0013] The invention is directed to a carpet pad as defined in claim 1 that is simultaneously impermeable to liquid
deposited onto the pad and permeable to moisture vapor transmitted through the pad. The pad is sufficiently durable to
maintain the liquid impermeability through a significant number of cycles of heavy carpet usage followed by carpet
cleaning. A carpet pad in accordance with the present invention does not absorb liquid deposited onto the pad from
above the upper surface of the barrier film but does allow moisture from below the lower surface of the cushion to pass
into and through the pad. The pad is therefore rendered less subject to odors related to moisture and bacterial growth.
[0014] In one embodiment the pad is a two-layer structure that consists essentially of a cushion having an upper and
lower surface thereon, and a barrier film formed of a synthetic polymeric material that is directly bonded to the upper
surface of the cushion. In an alternative embodiment the pad is a three-layer structure that consists essentially of a
cushion having an upper and lower surface thereon, a barrier film formed of a synthetic polymeric material, and a layer
of adhesive material bonding the film to the upper surface of the cushion. The barrier film used in the carpet pad of the
present invention does not require that any fibrous substrate be laminated to either surface thereof the barrier film.
[0015] The present invention involves the recognition that a liquid impermeable barrier film that is thin-enough to be
moisture vapor permeable and simultaneously resilient-enough and strong-enough to withstand usage stresses without
the presence of any fibrous substrate lamination may be used in the fabrication of an improved carpet pad.
[0016] The carpet pad in accordance with the present invention is simultaneously impermeable to liquid and permeable
to moisture vapor. "Impermeable to liquid" means that a liquid deposited onto the pad from above the barrier film does
not enter into the cushion or pass through the pad. "Permeable to moisture vapor" means that moisture vapor is trans-
missible through the pad at a moisture vapor transmission rate of at least 14.6 grams per square meter per twenty-four
hours (14.6 g/m2/24 hours).
[0017] Either embodiment of the carpet pad is sufficiently durable to maintain liquid impermeability. Durability to main-
tain liquid impermeability may be measured using either a Modified Mullen Bursting Strength Test or a Vetterman Drum
Wear Test/Staining/Stain Cleaning Test. Under the Modified Mullen Bursting Strength Test the pad maintains liquid
impermeability under a pressure of at least eight pounds per square inch (0.56 kg per square meter). Under a Vetterman
Drum Wear Test/Staining/Stain Cleaning Test the pad maintains liquid impermeability after at least ten thousand cycles.
Both test methods are fully described herein.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] The invention will be more fully understood from the following detailed description, taken in connection with the
accompanying drawings, which form a part of this application, and in which:

Figures 1A and 1B are diagrammatic side elevational views of a carpet pad in accordance with respective embod-
iments of the present invention; and
Figures 2 and 3 are diagrammatic illustrations of representative methods of manufacturing the respective carpet
pads of Figures 1A and 1B.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0019] Throughout the following detailed description, similar reference numerals refer to similar elements in all figures
of the drawings.
[0020] The present invention is directed to a carpet pad generally indicated by the reference characters 10, 10’ for
use as an underlayment supporting a carpet C disposed over a floor surface F. For clarity of illustration the pad 10, 10’
is depicted as spaced slightly from both the carpet C and the floor F.
[0021] The carpet C with which the pad 10 is used may be constructed in any manner. Typically, the carpet C includes
a pile face P formed by tufting fiber yarn into a backing B. As seen in Figures 1A, 1B the pile P may be in either cut or
looped form. In the normal installation, the carpet C is laid over the pad 10, 10’ such that the backing B contacts against
the upper surface of the carpet pad. The floor F may be formed of any material normally employed as a floor surface,
such as wood, pressed board, cement, concrete vinyl, or acrylic polymer.
[0022] The carpet pad 10, 10’ in accordance with the invention comprises a cushion 14 covered by a barrier film 18.
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The barrier film 18 may be directly bonded to the cushion 14 (Figure 1A) or may be bonded thereto by an adhesive layer
20 (Figure 1B). The barrier film 18 is formed of a synthetic polymeric material that does not require the presence of any
fibrous substrate laminated to either surface thereof as used in the above-cited WO Publication 01/27382 A1 (Murphy).
[0023] The pad 10, 10’ of the present invention results from the recognition that if the barrier film is formed from a
layer of a liquid impermeable material that is thin-enough to be breathable while simultaneously being both resilient-
enough and strong-enough to withstand forces imposed during usage, then a fibrous substrate laminated to either surface
of the barrier film layer may be omitted. By "fibrous substrate" it is meant any woven or non-woven fabric or web selected
from the group consisting of polyester, polyolefin, polyamide, poly(trimethylene terephthalate) synthetic fibers, natural
fibers, bicomponent fiber, cellulosic fibers, wool, cotton, acrylic, jute and copolymers and blends thereof. The elimination
of the fibrous substrate is seen to provide significant cost advantages to a pad of the present invention.
[0024] In both embodiments of the invention to be discussed, while in use the top surface 18T of the barrier film 18
defines the upper surface of the pad 10, 10’ that is presented to the carpet C, while the lower surface 14L of the cushion
14 defines the underside of the pad 10, 10’ that is presented to the floor F.
[0025] A carpet pad 10, 10’ in accordance with this invention is both impermeable to liquid deposited onto the pad
from above the carpet C (as from wetting caused by a liquid spill or animal wetting) and is simultaneously permeable to
moisture vapor transmitted through pad ("breathable") from below (as from moisture vapor from ordinary residential
activity penetrating through the flooring below). "Impermeable to liquid" means that a liquid deposited onto the pad from
above the barrier film does not enter into the cushion or pass through the pad. "Permeable to moisture vapor" means
that moisture vapor is transmissible through the pad at a moisture vapor transmission rate of at least 14.6 grams per
square meter per twenty-four hours (14.6 g/m2/24 hours). In this way, the pad of the present invention is compatible with
a floor surface that meets the recommended moisture vapor transmission standard promulgated by the Carpet and Rug
Institute.
[0026] In addition, the pad 10, 10’ of the present invention is sufficiently durable to maintain liquid impermeability under
a pressure of at least eight pounds per square inch (0.56 kg per square meter) as measured by the Modified Mullen
Bursting Strength Test, to be described. Pad durability may alternatively be expressed in terms of the ability of the pad
to maintain liquid impermeability (as indicated by a stain/stain cleaning test) after Vetterman Drum Wear Test/Stain-
ing/Stain Cleaning Test of at least ten thousand cycles (10,000 cycles), as will also be described herein. As a result the
carpet pad 10, 10’ does not absorb liquid deposited onto the pad from above the barrier film and allows moisture from
below the lower surface of the cushion to pass through the pad. The pad is thus rendered less subject to odors related
to moisture and bacterial growth.
[0027] In the embodiment of the invention illustrated in Figure 1A, the carpet pad 10 consists essentially of a cushion
14 and a barrier film 18. The cushion 14 has an upper surface 14U and a lower surface 14L, the barrier film 18 has a
top surface 18T and a bottom surface 18B. The upper surface 14U of the cushion 14 is directly bonded to the bottom
surface 18B of the barrier film 18.
[0028] In the embodiment of the invention illustrated in Figure 1B the pad 10’ consists essentially of a cushion 14 and
a barrier film 18, with these layers being bonded together by an intermediate layer 20 of adhesive material.
[0029] Where used in this application (including the claims) the closed transition phrase "consisting essentially of" is
meant to convey the notion that the novel and unobvious characteristic of the present invention is the use of a barrier
film is free of a fibrous substrate laminated either above or below the barrier film. With this understanding it is clear that
the pad 10, 10’ could have other layers of material present, so long as those additional layers do not serve to perform
the function provided by the fibrous substrate used in the prior art and thus do not materially affect the novel and unobvious
characteristic of the present invention. Such other layers which may be present are those which do not materially enhance
the liquid impermeability and/or durability of the pad and which do not materially affect moisture vapor permeability
through the pad. As an example, a thin discontinuous layer of a polyolefin film used in a rebond cushion may be present
in a pad that is within the contemplation of the present invention.
[0030] The pad exhibiting the properties of liquid impermeability, breathability and durability in accordance with the
present invention thus comprises a two layer structure of a cushion and a barrier film bonded thereto, the barrier film
being free of a fibrous substrate laminated on either surface thereof. The cushion and film may be directly bonded to
each other, or may be bonded using an adhesive.
[0031] The cushion 14 used in either embodiment of the invention is formed of a compressible resilient material. The
thickness of the cushion 14 is selected to be consistent with considerations of cost, comfort and aesthetics for a given
installation. Typically, the thickness dimension 14T of the cushion 14 lies in the range from 0.125 inch to two inches
(0.3175 centimeters to five centimeters).
[0032] A suitable material useful as the cushion 14 includes polyurethane continuous foams. A preferred material for
the cushion is the agglomeration of polyurethane foam pieces known as "re-bond".
[0033] A barrier film 18 suitable for use in a pad 10, 10’ of the present invention is formed from a material that is
simultaneously liquid impermeable and moisture vapor permeable ("breathable"). The barrier film 18 has a thickness
dimension 18D in the range from 0.5 to 1.5 mils (0.0127 to 0.0381 cm), although thickness is not a critical dimension so
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long as the film contributes to the requisite moisture impermeability and breathablility of the pad. In addition, the material
used for the barrier film 18 should be sufficiently strong and resilient. By "strong" and "resilient" it is meant that a film is
able to resist rupture and to deform and recover repeatedly over its lifetime without adversely affecting its impermeability
to liquids. Use of an appropriate barrier film results in the finished pad that exhibits the requisite ranges of liquid imper-
meability, moisture vapor permeability and durability.
[0034] The barrier film 18 is formed of a butylene/poly (alkylene ether) phthalate copolymer material available from E.
I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Delaware, under the trademark "HYTREL".
[0035] It should be understood that the strength of the barrier film may be enhanced, as by the use of a reinforcing
structure 18R disposed within the body of the film itself (as opposed to laminated to a surface thereof). The reinforcing
structures may take the form of discrete threads or fibrils or a mesh structure that are(is) formed within the body of the
film 18 during its manufacture.
[0036] If used, the adhesive layer 20 is formed of a polymeric material that serves to bond the cushion 14 to the barrier
film 18. The adhesive does not materially add to the impermeability or durability of the pad, and should not impede the
moisture permeability thereof. The adhesive may be one that is applied in a solid form, as in the form of a solid film or
solid adhesive web. In this case the adhesive should have a melting temperature that is lower than the melting temperature
of the material used to form the barrier film 18 such that the film 18 is bond thermally to the upper surface of the cushion
14. The web may be continuous or perforated, if desired. The adhesive may be a liquid, applied by dipping, rolling or
spraying, and in such event should have a carrier that evaporates at a temperature that is lower than the melting
temperature of the material used to form the barrier film 18. Any suitable hot melt resin, polyurethane, acrylic or latex
adhesive that meets these considerations may be used.

MANUFACTURE

[0037] Figure 2 is a diagrammatic illustration of a manufacturing process useful to produce a carpet pad 10 in accord-
ance with the first embodiment of the invention. In this embodiment, the bottom surface 18B of the barrier film 18 is
directly bonded to the upper surface 14U of the cushion 14.
[0038] A dispensing apparatus 40, such as a sprayer or an extruder, deposits a metered amount of cushion material
onto the surface of an endless conveyor 44. The conveyor 44 is coated with a fluoropolymer material to facilitate release
of the cushion after curing. The cushion material is supplied to the dispensing apparatus 40 from a source 50 by a
suitable pump 52. The barrier film 18 is carried by a supply roll 56. The barrier film 18 is drawn around a turn roll 58 and
is layered onto the upper surface 14U of the dispensed cushion material just downstream of the mouth of the dispensing
apparatus 40. The barrier film 18 is pressed into the cushion 14 by the action of nip rolls 60. The tackiness of the cushion
material secures the bottom surface 18B of the film 18 directly onto the upper surface upper surface 14U of the cushion
14. The cushion material is cured in an oven 62. In some instances, the pad may pass over a heated roll (not shown)
instead of the oven 62. The finished pad 10 is collected by a take-up roll 48.
[0039] Figure 3 is a diagrammatic illustration of the manufacture of a carpet pad 10’ in accordance with the second
embodiment of the invention shown in Figure 1B wherein the cushion 14 is bonded to the barrier film 18 by an adhesive
layer 20.
[0040] In this arrangement, the cushion 14 is supplied in sheet form onto the conveyor 44 from a supply roll 64. As
the cushion 14 is advanced along the conveyor 44 an adhesive material 20 is dispensed onto the upper surface 14U
thereof. The adhesive may be applied in liquid form by a sprayer 66. Alternatively, the adhesive 20 may be in solid form
embodied by a web drawn from a supply roll 70 and laid onto the cushion 14 by a turn roll 72. The barrier film 18 is
drawn from its supply roll 56 and laid onto the adhesive layer 20 just downstream of the adhesive application point. The
layered structure so formed is pressed together by the nip rolls 60 and cured in the oven 62 (or over a heated roll).

TEST METHODS

[0041]

A. Moisture Vapor Transmission Rate Test: The permeability to moisture vapor of the pad is measured using a
moisture vapor transmission rate test. A sample of a pad is mounted in the lip of a cup, which contains water. The
pad is mounted such that the lower surface of the cushion is presented to the water. The entire assembly is weighed.
An air flow of one hundred fifty (150) meters/minute [approximately five hundred (500) feet per minute] is caused
to pass continuously over the exposed (upper) surface of the pad in an environment controlled to twenty five degrees
Centigrade (25 °C) [approximately seventy-five degrees Farenheit (25 °F)] and fifty five percent (55%) relative
humidity for an interval of twenty-four hours (24 hrs) [+/- fifteen (15) minutes]. The assembly is re-weighed and the
weight loss of the specimen determined. The moisture vapor transmission rate (MVTR) is calculated as the weight
difference of the assembly in grams divided by the area of the sample in meters.
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The described method is a modification of ASTM E-96 (14.1) except that twenty-four hour exposure is employed
rather than attempting to measure a time rate to achieve steady state so that the results of this test method will be
more directly comparable to the moisture vapor transmission standards of the Carpet and Rug Institute.
B. Modified Mullen Bursting Strength Test ("Modified Mullen Test"): The durability of a pad to maintain liquid imper-
meability is measured using a test that is a modification of the Diaphram Bursting Strength Test Method (ASTM D-
3786-87) using a Modified Mullen Model HA tester available from B.F. Perkins, Inc., Chicopee, Massachusetts, or
equivalent. The testing apparatus comprises a pressure cylinder open on one end to the atmosphere and connected
to a water reservoir and hydraulic gage. The other end of the pressure cylinder has a piston, which can be advanced
by a motor drive to compress any water in the chamber. A valve is provided on the water reservoir as a convenience
in filling the chamber and also to prevent reverse flow of the water back into the reservoir. A sample of a pad is
mounted in a test ring that is clamped securely at the mouth of the pressure cylinder with the upper side of the pad
(which would in use contact the bottom of the carpet) presented to the pressure cylinder. Water pressure is then
applied to the sample and the value of the pressure at which water is observed to break through the sample is noted.
A low value [under six to eight pounds per square inch (6-8 psi), approximately 0.4 - 0.6 kg/sq.cm] indicates that
the pad is not likely to maintain liquid impermeability under normal household spot cleaning by hand.
C. Vetterman Drum Wear Test/Staining/Stain Cleaning Test. The durability of a pad to maintain liquid impermeability
is also measured using a Vetterman Drum Wear Test followed by a Staining/Stain Cleaning test. This test measures
the durability of a pad to maintain liquid impermeability after wear.

1. Vetterman Drum Wear Test: A Vetterman Drum Wear test in accordance with ASTM-D-5417 closely correlates
to floor trafficking. This test is conducted in a Vetterman drum test apparatus, Type KSG, manufactured by
Schoenber & Company, Bauber, Federal Republic of Germany, according to the International Standards Or-
ganization (ISO) document TC38/12/WG 6 N 48. As specified in the standard the drum is lined with a thirty-five
ounce (35 oz, 2.1875 kg.) cut pile residential saxony carpet and a test sample of carpet pad is disposed under-
neath the carpet. A sixteen (16) pound steel ball having fourteen (14) rubber buffers is placed on the top of the
carpet and is allowed to roll randomly inside the rotating drum. A circular brush within the drum is in light contact
with the carpet pile surface and picks up loose fuzz of or fibers, which are continuously removed by suction.
After ten thousand (10,000) cycles in the Vetterman drum test apparatus the test pad sample is removed and
further tested using the "Stain Cleaning Test" as outlined below.
2. Stain Cleaning Test: After ten thousand (10,000) cycles in the Vetterman drum test apparatus the carpet pad
sample is stained for twenty four (24) hours using the "Staining Test" procedure followed by the "Stain Cleaning
Test (With Hand Pressure)" procedure.

a. "Staining Test" Procedure A staining solution of forty five (45) grams of a cherry flavored, sugar sweetened,
Kool-Aid brand powder drink mix is mixed in five-hundred milliliters (500 ml) of water. The solution is allowed
to reach room temperature (75,+/- 5 °F) before using. A white absorbent paper towel or blotter paper is
placed beneath the cushioning layer (bottom layer) of a test sample carpet pad approximately six inches
(6 in) square [approximately fifteen centimeters (15 cm) square]. Twenty milliliters (20 ml) of the staining
solution are poured onto the top surface of the test sample of the pad through a one and one-half inch
(1-1/2") diameter cylinder from a height of about three centimeters (3 cm) to create a circular stain on the
top surface of the pad. The cylinder is removed and the staining solution was mechanically worked onto
the pad, e.g., by hand, to obtain uniform staining. The pad is allowed to stay undisturbed for twenty-four
(24) hours.
b. "Staining Cleaning Test (With Hand Pressure)" Procedure At the end of the twenty-four (24) hour period
of the "Staining Test Procedure" any remaining staining solution on the upper surface of the test sample
carpet pad is blotted with an absorbent white paper towel. A mild detergent cleaning solution is prepared
by diluting five milliliters (5 ml.) of a commercially available liquid "Tide"-brand detergent in ninety-five
milliliters (95 ml.) of water. Ten milliliters (10 ml) of the detergent cleaning solution is poured onto the stained
area of the test pad surface through a one and one-half inch (1-1/2") diameter cylinder from the height of
about three centimeters (3 cm). The cylinder is removed and the cleaning solution is mechanically worked
onto the pad, e.g., by hand, over the stained area to remove the stain. The excess cleaning solution is
blotted with an absorbent white paper towel. "Approximately ten milliliters (10 ml) of water is then poured
onto the stained area of the surface of the test pad through a one and one-half inch (1-1/2") diameter cylinder
from the height of about three centimeters (3 cm). The cylinder is removed and the water is blotted using
white absorbent paper towel with three (3) clockwise and three (3) counter-clockwise hand circular motions
with an estimated pressure of about six to eight pounds per square inch (6-8 psi, approximately 0.4 - 0.6
kg/sq.cm) to simulate normal household spot cleaning by hand. The applied pressure can be measured by
placing a scale underneath the sample to determine the total applied pressure (in pounds) and dividing by
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the area of contact with the cleaning surface (in square inches). The sample pad is lifted and the white
absorbent paper is examined for visual red staining. If a considerable amount of the staining solution has
passed through the test sample of the pad a severe stain will be visible on the white absorbent towel or
blotter paper ("STAIN", i.e., fails the test). The sample pad will be termed as "substantially impervious" ("NO
STAIN", i.e., passes the test) if none or a very slight amount of staining solution has passed through the
test sample of the pad, leaving none or a few visible drops of stain on the white absorbent towel or blotter
paper.

TEST SAMPLES

[0042] The samples of prior art carpet pads used in the Examples discussed herein were obtained as follows.
[0043] Prior Art Sample A The pad used for this prior art sample was a commercially available, nominal six pounds
per cubic foot density (6 lb/ft3), approximately one-half inch thick (∼© inch) rebond polyurethane cushion carpet pad.
[0044] Prior Art Sample B This prior art sample pad was a commercially available, nominal 2.3 pounds per cubic foot
density (2.3 lb/ft3), seven-sixteen inch (7/16 inch) thick stain/spill resistant prime foam cushion. The sample appeared
to have a polymeric film coating.
[0045] Prior Art Sample C This pad was a commercially available, nominal six pounds per cubic foot density (6 lb/ft3),
approximately one-half inch thick (∼© inch) rebond polyurethane cushion having an approximately three mil (∼3 mil)
layer of polyethylene film laminated thereto.
[0046] The carpet pads in accordance with the present invention as used in the Examples discussed herein were
fabricated as follows.
[0047] Comparative Example 1 A carpet pad was formed by laying a barrier film of the butylene/poly(alkylene ether)
phthalate copolymer material available from E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Delaware, under the
trademark "HYTREL 4778" approximately one mil (∼1 mil) in thickness over a cushion layer formed from a rubber
compound during the curing stage in the rubber cushion manufacturing process. The rubber cushion was then processed
in the normal fashion such that the barrier film was firmly bonded directly to the rubber cushion. The resultant finished
pad was approximately one-half inch thick (~© inch) and had a nominal density of twenty-three pounds per cubic foot
density (23 lb/ft3).
[0048] Invention Example 2 A carpet pad was formed by bonding a layer of the same barrier film as used in Invention
Example 1 to a commercially available, nominal six pounds per cubic foot density (6 lb/ft3), one-half inch thick (% inch)
rebond polyurethane cushion as used in Prior Art Sample A using a spray adhesive available from 3M Company,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, as "3M Blue 72". The adhesive was applied tp one side of the cushion from a spray can in
accordance with label directions. The barrier film was then adhered to the cushion while the adhesive was still tacky
and allowed to dry for approximately ten minutes (∼10 min.)
[0049] Invention Example 3 A carpet pad was formed by bonding a layer of the same barrier film as used in Invention
Example 1 to a commercially available, nominal six pounds per cubic foot density (6 1b/ft3), one-half inch thick (© inch)
rebond polyurethane cushion as used in Prior Art Sample A using a 0.7 ounce per square yard (0.7 oz/yd2) polyester
web adhesive available from Bostik Company, Middleton, Massachusetts, as "PE 120-20". The polyester web adhesive
was placed between the cushion and barrier film and melted by lightly pressing a hot iron over the farrier film. The
temperature of the hot iron was adjusted not to exceed three hundred degrees Fahrenheit (300°F).
[0050] Comparative Example 4 A carpet pad was formed by bonding a barrier film formed of 1.2 ounce per square
yard (1.2 oz/yd2) polyurethane web film available from Bostik Company, Middleton, Massachusetts, as "SPU 126" to a
commercially available, nominal six pounds per cubic foot density (6 lb/ft3), approximately one-half inch thick (∼© inch)
polyurethane cushion as used in Prior Art Sample A using the spray adhesive used and applied as in Invention Example
2. The polyurethane barrier film was adhered to the cushion while the adhesive was still tacky and allowed to dry for
approximately ten minutes (∼10 min.)

TEST RESULTS

[0051] The three Prior Art samples (Sample A, Sample B, Sample C) and the four other examples (Example 1, Example
2, Example 3, Example 4) were each tested for permeability to moisture vapor using the "Moisture Vapor Transmission
Test" described above to determine the moisture vapor transmission rate of the pads. The test results are reported in
column "C" ("MVTR") of the Test Results Table.
[0052] The three Prior Art samples and the four other examples were tested to determine durability to maintain liquid
impermeability using the Modified Mullen Bursting Strength Test as described above. The test results are reported in
column "A" ("Modified Mullen Test") of the Test Results Table.
[0053] The three Prior Art samples and the four other examples were tested to determine durability to maintain liquid
impermeability using the Vetterman Drum Wear Test/Staining/Stain Cleaning Test as above described. These test results
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are reported in column "B" ("Vetterman Test") of the Test Results Table.

[0054] Discussion From the foregoing it may be seen that no prior art sample was simultaneously durable to maintain
liquid impermeability and permeable to moisture vapor. However, the tests demonstrate that the pad structure of the
present invention provides the desired combination of properties of liquid impermeability, permeability to moisture vapor
at a moisture vapor transmission rate that meets the standards promulgated by the Carpet and Rug Institute, Dalton,
Georgia, for moisture vapor transmission through floors, and durability to maintain liquid impermeability. Moreover, the
omission of the fibrous substrate laminated to the barrier film makes the pad structure of the present invention more
simple and more economical to manufacture.
[0055] Those skilled in the art, having benefit of the teachings of the present invention as hereinabove set forth, may
effect modifications thereto. Such modifications are to be construed as lying within the contemplation of the present
invention, as defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A carpet pad comprising:

a cushion formed of a compressible, resilient polyurethane foam, the cushion having an upper and lower surface
thereon, and,
a barrier film formed of a butylene/poly(alkylene ether) phthalate copolymer material bonded to the upper surface
of the cushion, the barrier film being free of any fibrous substrate, other than the cushion, laminated to the
barrier film,
wherein the carpet pad is:

impermeable to liquid deposited onto the pad from above the barrier film, and
permeable to moisture vapor transmission at a rate of at least 14.6 grams per square meter per twenty-
four hours (14.6 g/m2/24 hours), and

wherein the pad maintains liquid impermeability as measured by one or more of the following tests:

under a pressure of at least eight pounds per square inch (0.56 kg/m2) as measured by a Modified Mullen
Bursting Strength Test; and
after a Vetterman Drum Wear Test/Staining/Stain Cleaning Test of at least ten thousand cycles, and

whereby the carpet pad does not absorb liquid deposited onto the pad from above the upper surface of the
barrier film and allows moisture from below the lower surface of the cushion to pass through the pad.

2. The carpet pad of claim 1, wherein the barrier film formed of a butylene/poly(alkylene ether) phthalate copolymer
material is directly bonded to the upper surface of the cushion

TEST RESULTS TABLE

A B C

(Modified Mullen Test) (PSI) (Vetterman Test) (10M Vetterman Cycles (MVTR) (g/m2/24 hrs)

Prior Art

Sample A <5 Stains 1157

Sample B <5 Stains 152
Sample C <5 No Stain 0

Invention and comparative

Example 1 26 No Stain 28
Example 2 14.5 No Stain 215
Example 3 16 No Stain 265
Example 4 20.0 No Stain 41
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3. The carpet pad of claim 1, further comprising a layer of adhesive material bonding the film to the upper surface of
the cushion

4. The carpet pad of claims 1, 2 or 3 wherein the barrier film has a thickness in the range from 0.5 to 1.5 mils.

5. The carpet pad of claims 3 wherein the barrier film has a first predetermined melting temperature, and
wherein the adhesive is formed of a second polymeric material having a second, lower, melting temperature, thereby
to bond thermally the film to the upper surface of the cushion.

6. The carpet pad of claim 5 wherein the adhesive is a solid adhesive introduced between the film and the upper
surface of the cushion.

7. The carpet pad of claims 3 wherein the adhesive is a liquid adhesive introduced between the film and the upper
surface of the cushion.

Patentansprüche

1. Teppichunterlage, umfassend:

ein Polster, das aus einem komprimierbaren, elastischen Polyurethan-Schaumstoff gebildet ist, wobei das
Polster eine obere und eine untere Oberfläche darauf aufweist und
ein Sperrfilm aus einem Butylen/Poly(alkylenether)-Phthalat-Copolymer-Material, das an der oberen Oberfläche
des Polsters gebunden ist, wobei der Sperrfilm frei von jeglichem faserigen Substrat ist, anders als das Polster,
das auf die Sperrschicht laminiert wird, wobei die Teppichunterlage:

wasserundurchlässig für Flüssigkeit ist, die auf dem Polster oberhalb der Sperrschicht abgeschieden wird,
und
durchlässig für eine Übertragung von feuchtem Dampf bei einer Rate von mindestens 14, Gramm pro
Quadratmeter pro 24 Stunden (14,6 g/m2/24 Stunden) ist, und wobei die Unterlage die Flüssigkeitsun-
durchlässigkeit gemäß Messung durch einen oder mehrere der folgenden Tests hält:

unter einem Druck von mindestens acht Pfund pro Quadratinch (0,56 kg/m2), gemäß Messung mit
einem modifizierten Berstfestigkeitstest nach Mullen; und
nach einem Vettermann-Trommelverschleißtest / Färbung / Fleckenreinigungstest von mindestens
zehntausend Zyklen, und

wobei die Teppichunterlage keine Flüssigkeit absorbiert, die auf der Unterlage von oberhalb der oberen Ober-
fläche des Sperrfilms abgeschieden wird, und zulässt, dass Feuchtigkeit von unterhalb der unteren Oberfläche
des Polsters die Unterlage durchläuft.

2. Teppichunterlage nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Sperrfilm, der aus einem Butylen/Poly(etheralkylen)phthalat-Copo-
lymermaterial gebildet ist, direkt an der oberen Oberfläche des Polsters gebunden ist.

3. Teppichunterlage nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend eine Schicht aus Klebematerial, das den Film an der oberen
Oberfläche des Polsters bindet.

4. Teppichunterlage nach einem der Ansprüche 1, 2 oder 3, wobei der Sperrfilm eine Dicke im Bereich von 0,5 bis 1,5
Mil aufweist.

5. Teppichunterlage nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Sperrfilm eine erste vorbestimmte Schmelztemperatur aufweist, und
wobei der Klebstoff aus einem zweiten Polymermaterial mit einer zweiten, geringeren Schmelztemperatur gebildet
ist, wodurch der Film an der oberen Oberfläche des Polsters thermisch gebunden wird.

6. Teppichunterlage nach Anspruch 5, wobei der Klebstoff ein fester Klebstoff ist, der zwischen den Film und der
oberen Oberfläche des Polsters eingeleitet wird.

7. Teppichunterlage nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Klebstoff ein flüssiger Klebstoff ist, der zwischen den Film und der
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oberen Oberfläche des Polsters eingeleitet wird.

Revendications

1. Tapis moquette comprenant :

une couche matelassée constitué d’une mousse de polyuréthane compressible élastique, la couche matelassée
ayant une surface supérieure et une surface inférieure, et,
un film protecteur constitué d’un matériau copolymère phtalate de butylène/poly(éther d’alkylène) lié à la surface
supérieure de la couche matelassée, le film protecteur étant exempt de substrat fibreux, autre que la couche
matelassée, et stratifié sur le film protecteur,
la moquette étant :

imperméable aux liquides déposés sur le tapis au-dessus du film protecteur, et
perméable à la vapeur d’eau à un taux de transmission d’au moins 14,6 grammes par mètre carré par vingt-
quatre heures (14,6 g/m2/24 h), et

le tapis conservant l’imperméabilité aux liquides, mesurée par un ou plusieurs des tests suivants :

sous une pression d’au moins huit livres par pouce carré (0,56 kg/m2), mesurée par un test Mullen modifié
de résistance à l’éclatement ; et
après un test d’usure au tambour de Vetterman/test de coloration/test de nettoyage des tâches d’au moins
dix mille cycles, et

de manière à ce que le tapis moquette n’absorbe pas les liquides déposés sur le tapis au-dessus de la surface
supérieure du film protecteur et permet à l’humidité du dessous de la surface inférieure de la couche matelassée
de passer à travers le tapis.

2. Tapis moquette selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le film protecteur constitué d’un matériau copolymère phtalate
de butylène/poly(éther d’alkylène) est directement lié à la surface supérieure de la couche matelassée.

3. Tapis moquette selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre une couche de matériau adhésif liant le film à la
surface supérieure de la couche matelassée.

4. Tapis moquette selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3, dans lequel le film protecteur a une épaisseur comprise entre 0,5
et 1,5 millième de pouce.

5. Tapis moquette selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le film protecteur a une première température de fusion
prédéterminée, et
dans lequel l’adhésif est constitué d’une seconde matière polymère ayant une seconde température de fusion
inférieure, de manière à réaliser une liaison thermique entre le film et la surface supérieure de la couche matelassée.

6. Tapis moquette selon la revendication 5, dans lequel l’adhésif est un adhésif solide introduit entre le film et la surface
supérieure de la couche matelassée.

7. Tapis moquette selon la revendication 3, dans lequel l’adhésif est un adhésif liquide introduit entre le film et la
surface supérieure de la couche matelassée.
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